Datanational Corporation Delivers Shop Floor Automation with an
Enhanced PlantTalk®:MES System
Farmington Hills, MI. - Datanational Corporation, a leading provider of enterprise software
solutions, announces the launch of a redesigned website showcasing an enhanced version of
PlantTalk:MES, a specialized software solution delivering shop floor automation. The website
has been updated to distinguish between the specific vertical markets and to emphasize the
functional process support areas. Visitors to the website can now, more clearly, learn about the
implementation of specific modules and their integration role with controlling and supporting
the manufacturing operations at the shop floor level.
A manufacturing shop floor is where the heart of any manufacturing operation is; it is where
parts are made, processes performed, orders assembled, shipments packaged and shipped,
and revenue generated. With this understanding, Datanational developed PlantTalk:MES, a
comprehensive and integrated Manufacturing Execution System.
PlantTalk:MES is designed to control and direct the operations at the shop floor level, assisting
the shop personnel in getting their jobs done accurately and efficiently. This can be achieved
by focusing on a very specific area of the operation, or can be implemented across the entire
plant floor or extended enterprise. PlantTalk:MES is comprised of several modules that can be
integrated as a whole or implemented separately, as dictated by specific requirements. The
PlantTalk:MES version with a specific focus on the automotive industry manufacturers
(suppliers) includes additional functions specific to JIT and sequencing requirements.
Visit the website to learn more: http://www.planttalkmes.com/.
Datanational Corporation is the premier vendor of choice for customers looking for
technology solutions. Our years of experience, diverse skill set, and hands-on approach allow
us to successfully deliver the desired results based on our customers' requirements. Our
continued technology focus provides us with the ability to become not only an IT solution
provider, but also a Technology Partner. Visit us on the web at www.datanat.com, or contact
us via email at sales@datanat.com.
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